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Abstract— The Real Estate Regulation and Development Act (RERA) 2016 could be a revolutionary Act within the history of the 
Indian construction sector. The Act applies to under-construction as well as new projects. Residential and commercial projects are 
included in its ambit. Real estate agents or brokers too are included in the purview of the Bill. The scope of the Bill covers all parties 
to a real estate transaction. The purpose is to ensure greater accountability and transparency in the system.. Furthermore, it 
absolutely was introduced to safeguard home buyers’ interests and additionally to spice up investment within the assets sector. The 
Act applies to under-construction and new projects. Real estate agents and brokers roles have also been enclosed within the compass 
of the Bill. The scope of the Bill covers all parties to a proper estate dealing system. The purpose is to ensure accountability and 
transparency in the project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An act to establish the Real Estate Regulatory Authority for regulation and promotion of the real estate sector and to ensure 
sale of plot, apartment or building, as the case may be, or sale of real estate project, in an efficient and transparent manner and 
to protect the interest of consumers in the real estate sector and to establish an adjudicating mechanism for speedy dispute 
addressal and also to establish the Appellate Tribunal to hear appeals from the decisions, directions or orders of the Real Estate 
Regulatory Authority and the adjudicating officer and for manners connected therewith or incidental thereto.. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this paper is to help understand the effects of RERA. The paper tries to showcase how important RERA is 
for the construction sector right now. RERA introduced a set of rules and laws that were to be followed by the individuals that 
participated in a construction project. This includes rules/laws for the promoter, buyer, broker, and everyone else that is 
involved. This paper is produced to give the readers a brief idea about some of the most important laws that RERA has 
introduced and will also talk about the things that RERA missed. RERA although seems to have solved all the problems and 
save a lot of time and money of both buyers and promoters, but its most important part that is not usually discussed is the 
amount of transparency it has created between the parties involved. This paper will help understand a few of the important 
points and provide conclusions. 

III. IMPORTANT PROVISIONS FOR THE PROMOTER 

The initial process of promoter before registration of project:- 
Purchase land. Ensure there is clear title. 
Get sanctioned plan, layout plan and specifications of the proposed project approved by competent authority. 
Obtain necessary approvals and commencement certificate from competent authority. 
Get drafted the format of allotment letter, agreement for sale and conveyance deed. 
Ensure that draft agreement for sale prepared is in prescribed form (Model AFS format) and contains particulars mentioned in 
section 13(2). 
Appoint registered real estate agents to market the project. Their names and addresses are required to be mentioned in the 
registration application. 
Prepare enterprise details, past project track record details, location details, affidavit etc. required by section 4(2) to be 
submitted with registration application. 
Decide on project completion schedule as the same has to be enclosed along with registration application. 
After the registration of the prject the promoyter has to cpmply by various laws given out by the authority which has to be 
strictly followed. 
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Failure of complying by the rules:- 
If any promoter, who fails to comply with, or contravenes any of the orders or directions of the Authority, he shall be liable to a 
penalty for every day during which such default continues, which may cumulatively extend up to 5% of the estimated cost of 
the real estate project as determined by the Authority. [Section 63]. 
Monetary penalties for promoters and real estate agents in sections 59 to 66 are stipulated as a percentage of the estimated cost 
of the real estate project. 
If any promoter contravenes the provisions of section 3 (as regards prohibition, on advertising, marketing, booking selling etc. 
of a real estate project without first registering the project with RERA), he shall be liable to a penalty which may extend up to 
10% of the estimated cost of the real estate project as determined by the Authority. [Section 59(1)]. 
If any promoter provides false information or contravenes the provisions of section 4 [failure to apply for registration within 
stipulated time as required under section 4(1)], he shall be liable to a penalty which may extend up to 5% of the estimated cost 
of the real estate project, as determined by the Authority. [Section 60]. 
If any promoter contravenes Any other provisions of this Act, other than section 3 or section 4, or 
The rules or regulations made thereunder, He shall be liable to a penalty which may extend up to 5% of the estimated cost of the 
real estate project as determined by the Authority. [Section 6]. 

 
Important provisions for the agent:- 

 
RERA has introduced provisions too for the agents involved. Some of them include:- 
Only the registered real estate agents can facilitate sale/purchase of plot or apartment in registered real estate projects. Every 

real estate agent shall make an application to the authority for registration in such form,, manner, within such time and 
accompanied by such fee and documents as may be prescribed. 

The registration number to be quoted I every sale facilitated by the real estate agent. 
Every registration will be valid for the prescribed period only which will depend upon the fee asked. 
 

Penalties for non-compliance:- 
If the agent does not get registered, he shall be liable to a penalty of ten thousand rupees for every day during which such 
default continues, which may extend upto 5 percent of the total cost of plot, apartment or buildings. 
The agent must comply with the Appellate Tribunal, he shall be punishable with imprisonment. 

IV Literature Review 

A. Title- THE REAL ESTATE (REGULATION & DEVELOPMENT) ACT, 2016 
 1. Author-Advocate Arkodeb Sinha 
 2. Review- Advocate Sinha tells us how RERA has affected various builders who malpractice and how it has affected the 

good builders who were brought under bad light due to bad mouthing by ill promoters. He describes us the whole system of 
RERA and its body. He explains various key features like RERA ‘APPELLATE TRIBUNAL’ that is an authority that hears 
matters provided by the RERA authority .The strict laws against false promotions by the builders .The money that has to be 
deposited to a separate account that will cover the cost of the project. Various aspects of disclosures like granted registration 
and quarterly updated list of house, flats, garage, etc. The functions and duties of the builder like adherence of approved plans, 
rectification of structural defects, refunding of deposited money and other notable features were covered in this paper. 

(Sinha, 2017) 
 
B. Title - Impact of Real Estate Regulation and Development Act (RERA) on India’s real estate sector. 
1. Author- Priya Chetty. 
2. Review -  She teaches us about RERA by describing it as ‘Revolutionary’.  She firmly states that India needed RERA 

due to the slump it’s been facing since 2012 due to reasons like unemployment, inventory pile up, recession, low rental yield 
and unclear taxes She thinks that major property rates have still not been stabilized and how that has affected the demand of 
properties. She discusses about how this RERA has caused a cap on the amount of deposit that the builder can take.She also 
believes that RERA has addressed two major problems in construction which were; delay in construction and quality of 
construction. RERA also mandates registration with complete critical information of the builder like details of the broker, 
architect, contractor, layout, promoter details, land title details, statutory approval status, etc. She shares her knowledge about 
the effects on brokers and how they won’t be able to work without proper regulations. She shares the idea with Advocate Sinha 
about creating an APPELLATE TRIBUNAL and applying RERA in the whole country. She discussed some key features like 
the impact of RERA on the ongoing and the upcoming projects. She also discussed the impact of the same on the builders, the 
buyers and even on the agents and the brokers. She covered all the aspects of RERA that one must know about. 

 
(Chetty, 2017) 
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C. Title- RERA’s Impact on Indian Real Estate Developers: Effect on Revenue. 
1. Authors- Meghwant Singh Thakur* & Dr. Shree Bhagwat** 
2. Review- Research scholar Mr. Meghwant Singh and Asst. Professor  Shree Bhagwat have written very extensively 

about the financial performance about RERA. A very calculative and distinct paper by them shows how much RERA has 
actually impacted the finances of the people associated with the construction industry and its real impact on the country. 
They’re calculations were based on the data collected from 2017 of various big companies that invested money in construction. 
They profoundly confess that there are no significant positive impacts of RERA on the society and the country in general. The 
disruption caused by introduction of regulation in the real estate industry has impacted the revenue of Indian Real Estate 
developers non- significantly, but this is only from a small amount of data collected from a short time since its introduction, we 
will have to wait for its long term effects. 

 
(Meghwat Singh Thakur & Shree Bhagwat, 2018) 
 

V Research Methodology 
Research has been conducted by interviewing builders in Pimpri Chinchwad area in Maharashtra. Research was done by 
interviewing a very passionate RERA researcher and a very reknown Chartered Accountant. The research had been conducted 
by also getting their suggestions on how to make RERA become more popular in the construction to stop anyone who’s still in 
denial about RERA. Various questionnaires were distributed to builders to get an insight on RERA. 
The questionnaires included questions from cost analysis and registration processes to laws which were typically hard to follow. 
They also gave a lot of suggestions which was helpful in preparing this paper. An insight was obtained from studying the 
process first hand from a builder who had an ongoing project. Study of various construction processes and comparing the total 
cost of projects incurred before and after the introduction of RERA. The methodology process is as follows:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI .CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions were made by assessing all the interviews and suggestions from the interviewee. 

The conclusions are:- 

1. When you are on the site for registration of projects. If you enter 3 floors of your building initially, but later on you 
decide to build 4 floors in your building, you cannot do it. You cannot change your plans if you decide to optimize it in 
any way in the future. This is a huge grey area in RERA, because construction projects are always subjected to changes 
in every stage of the course. 

2. During registration, there are two options with respect to your plan. There is sanctioned built up area and proposed 
built up area. That is, there is some area that is sanctioned initially, but you are planning to get more area sanctioned in 
the future. But later, when your proposed area is sanctioned, there is an issue in revising the total area. That is, the new 

Interview builders 
personally 

Make notes 
or record 
session 

Provide a questionnaire 
to have a deeper 
understanding and 
finally ask suggestions. 

Clear doubts (if 
any) 

Make a report from 
these conversations. 

Repeat the 
process. 
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sanctioned area gets changed with the added previously proposed area, but the new proposed area will still display the 
old proposed area. This error shows difference in the total area. So one cannot update the correct sanctioned plan.  

3. There is no strict compliance from the RERA authority.  

4. The RERA audit which was supposed to be done by the promoters, still has a lot of promoters that have not done it. 

5. There are no parallel checks for quarterly updates related to audits, construction. 

6. The promoters are still able to hide the costs and construction schedules from RERA, because updation is in the hands 
of promoters, and he does it according to his convenience and not according to the provisions. 
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